WORKWEAR
- HIGH-VISIBILITY JACKET (P. 3)
- FLEECE SWEATER (P. 4)
- WORK TROUSERS (P. 5)
- HIGH-VISIBILITY BIB OVERALL (P. 6)
- HIGH-VISIBILITY OVERALL (P. 7)
- HIGH-VISIBILITY VEST (P. 8)
- T-SHIRT (P. 9)
- HELMET (P. 10)
HIGH-VISIBILITY JACKET

- Waterproof with durable CORDURA® trimmings
- Comfortable quilt lining
- Soft fleece collar and detachable hood
- 2 concealed deep side pockets
- 2 breast pockets with flap and Velcro fastening
- Napoleon pocket with zip
- Inside pocket with sliding button
- Safety inside pocket with zip
- Mobile phone pocket inside with Velcro fastening
- Sleeve pocket with zip and pen compartments
- Concealed front zip with storm flap and Velcro fastener
- Concealed elasticated cuffs

Material: 100% Polyester
Washable at 30°C.

REF: 001
PRICE: 100 €
FLEECE SWEATER

- Lightweight, warming and versatile fleece troyer
- With power stretch insert in the sleeves
- With pleasantly soft and high ZIP fleece collar
- Can be worn as a second layer in a function system or on its own
- Zip with red zip pullers

Textiles with Dryplexx micro features are incredibly lightweight and warming. The material is windproof and protects against chills and draughts. Pockets of air collect in the fleece pile and are highly suited to provide insulation, thereby regulating the climate.

Material: 100% Polyester (approx. 200g/m²)
Washable at 30°C

REF: 002
PRICE: 27.50 €
WORK TROUSERS

Casual cargo cut with cleverly set, contrasting trimmings and seams.

Features
- Elasticated Flexbelt® waistband
- Two deep side pockets and two back pockets
- Yard stick pocket with mobile phone pocket, Velcro fastening and pen compartments
- Stretch insert above the knee

Material: 65 % polyester / 35 % cotton (ca. 245 g/m²). Washable at 60 °C.

Size: 30, 31, 33, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42

REF: 003
PRICE: 70 €
HIGH-VISIBILITY BIB OVERALL

Conforms to EN 471 Cat 1/1.
• High-quality reflective bands made of 3M Scotchlite
• Elasticized Flexbet waistband
• Deep-set pockets for easy access
• Angled mobile phone pocket
• Wide belt loops with Velcro for extra work bags
• Back pocket designed with Cordura edging for comfort when sitting
• Practical pocket for rule
• Multi-compartmental thigh pocket
• Adjustable braces with elasticated insert
• Bib with two pen compartments
• Bib with inner and outer pocket
• Stretch zone in back

Material: 65 % polyester / 35 % cotton (240 g/m²). Washable at 60 °C.

REF: 004
PRICE: 105 €
HIGH-VISIBILITY OVERALL

- Overall with concealed zip and Velcro fastening
- Shirt collar
- Elasticized cuffs
- Chest pocket with nylon zip
- Yard stick pocket on both sides
- Two concealed pockets with Velcro fastening
- Back pocket
- Stretch zone in back
- High-visibility band on the chest, back, sleeves and legs
- Size: M, L, XL, XXL

REF: 005
PRICE: 75 €
HIGH-VISIBILITY VEST

High visibility vest with two horizontal retro-reflective bands

- Colour: fluorescent orange (Class 2)
- Retro-reflective bands (Class 2)
- Sizes: L, XL

REF: 006
PRICE: 6.50 €
T-SHIRT

- Sleeve T-shirt
- Tubular fabric
- Lycra rib neck
- Double stitch on collar, sleeves and bottom
- Shoulder to shoulder tape
- 100% preshrunk carded cotton
- Weight: 190 g
- Sizes: L, XL, XXL

REF: 007
PRICE: 7.50 €
HELMET

Model G2000
Conforms to EN 471 Cat 1/1
• Lateral stiffness
• Electrical insulation
• Protection against molten metals
• High temperature resistance (from +50°C to -30°C)
• Material: UV-Stabilised ABS

Features:
• Weight: 350 g
• Ergonomic
• No pressure points
• Neck protection
• Easy to adjust to every size
• Curved edge for maximum hearing protection

REF: 008
PRICE: 16 €